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• What do we mean by Ethics and
Professionalism?
• What does RICS research tell us?
• What is RICS currently doing in this area?

Topics for today

• The current five RICS ethical principles
• International Ethics Standards
• How do you apply and demonstrate ethical
behaviour in your day to day work?
• Is how we behave in our personal life
anything to do with it?
• Quick update on standards
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Trust in Professionalism

Professional or room for improvement?

Professionalism must be at the heart of our work and indeed it is what should give RICS members a differential
in the market place.
Do people in the sector always act in a professional way?
RICS recently commissioned independent research to find out what ‘professionalism’ means to RICS’ different
stakeholders. This highlighted a number of potential areas of risk that we need to consider further.
© 2018 RICS
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“Professions not as trusted as they used to be?
“I don’t know what is going to happen tomorrow”
“ People are looking for certainty”
“Opportunity for Professionals to give Peace of Mind and really
build on this to show your worth”
“To give real service you must add something which cannot be
bought or measured with money, and that is sincerity and
integrity.”
"In looking for people to hire, you look for three qualities: integrity,
intelligence, and energy. And, if they don't have the first, the other
two will kill you."
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“If ethics are poor at the top, that behaviour is copied down
through the organisation”

Conduct: Independence & Ethics
Overview of main discussion areas

Best practice:
 Stand up for / stick by your professional
opinion, even if clients don’t like the answer
 Whistleblowing process/ point of escalation
to senior colleagues/ senior role models/
support
 Internal auditing to identify problem areas
and good practice, encourage compliance
 Clarity on the point to withdraw / walk away

Pressure points:

 Tension with commercial interests /
profitability / client relationships
 Client pressure to make valuations at a
certain level/ in line with expectations
 Client pressure to circumvent standards,
e.g. Red Book
 Lack of independent oversight within
client organisation/ Valuation
departments becoming profit making/
Brokers becoming more powerful again
 SMEs: greater financial pressures, lack
of support (but also happens in large
firms)
 Early stage professionals: can lack
confidence to stand up to clients
Source: Ipsos MORI
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Model professional
On further discussion, other aspects emerge as best practice:

Client and customer centric
Life long learner (CPD)
High level of competence, knows their limits
A trusted, independent advisor
Good communication skills
Is reliable and accountable
Provides added value and thinks ahead
Source: Ipsos MORI
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Top of mind associations with professionalism
Initial spontaneous responses group into three broad themes:

Integrity
Ethics
Conflict of interests
Honesty
Trust/ trustworthiness
Competence and skills
Expertise and experience
Knowing your limits
Quality
Consistency
Regulation and compliance
Standards

RICS Professionalism | Month 2017 | Version 1 | Internal/Client Use Only
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Standards Programme – what are we doing?
Professionalism
• Conflicts of Interest (2018)
• Countering Bribery, Corruption, Money Laundering & Terrorist Financing (2019)
• Handling Client Money (Consultation 2019)
• Data protection and cybercrime (Consultation 2019)
• Review of Rules of Conduct (consultation 2020)
• Fire Safety – leading role in developing International Fire Safety Standards
All of the above represent the programme of Standards work to ensure
Conduct and professionalism of RICS members.
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Current RICS Ethical Principles
The Five Assumptions
►

Individual views

►

Professional ethics is a process

►

All behaviour is motivated

►

Actions have consequences

►

Mutual vulnerability
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Current RICS Ethical Principles
Standards for RICS members

►

Five ethical Standards since March 2012

►

Apply to all members globally

►

Maintaining the highest standards

►

Failure to adhere to standards may lead to disciplinary action
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Current RICS Ethical Principles
The Five Ethical Standards
1.Act with integrity
2.Always provide a high standard of service
3.Act in a way that promotes trust in the profession
4.Treat others with respect
5.Take responsibility
More detailed help on each of these areas is available on the RICS ethics site
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International
Ethics Standards
Coalition

What is the International Ethics Standards (IES) Coalition?
Reflecting the global nature of real estate, this is a fast-growing
group of over 135 professional bodies, associations and
standards setting organisations across land, property,
construction, infrastructure and related professions.
In the UK this includes the likes of

+ Around 140 Business, Academic and Government supporters.
© 2018 RICS
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What is the objective of IES?

To establish an overarching set of global
principles that will
re-affirm the
importance of ethics
in real estate and
evolve to meet the
needs of today’s
global market.

International Ethics Standards (IES)
The ethical principles below are listed in alphabetical order
and are considered to be of equal importance. If two or
more principles come into conflict during an assignment,
the practitioner should give precedence to the principle that
best serves the public interest in the context of the
particular circumstances.
The public interest embraces but is not limited to:
• The maintenance of reliable services for clients
• Sustaining proper standards of conduct and behaviour,
and
• Upholding the reputation of the profession.
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International Ethics Standards
10 high-level principles defined:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountability
Confidentially
Conflict of Interest
Financial Responsibility
Integrity
Lawfulness
Reflection
Standard of Service
Transparency
Trust

Website: https://ies-coalition.org/
© 2019 RICS
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Visit the website for full
information and a video
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Common Themes
►

Gifts and Hospitality

►

Conflicts of Interest

►

Spotting an issue

►

Lack of transparency

►

Competency

►

Where to find help and guidance

WWW.RICS.ORG/ETHICS
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Making difficult decisions
There are truths on this side of the Pyrenees which are falsehoods on the
other Michel de Montaigne 1533-1592,
What should you do?
► Key questions to ask
► Keep a record!
► The decision tree is there to
help
►

© 2018 RICS
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Do not
proceed

Do not
proceed

NO

NO

Do you have
sufficient facts
on the issue?

Is it legal?

YES

YES

Do not
proceed

Do not
proceed

Do not
proceed

Do not
proceed

NO

NO

NO

NO

Is it in line
with RICS
global
professional
and
ethical
standards?

YES

Have you
consulted
with appropriate
YES
people to make
an informed
decision?

Do you have
clear reasoning
in reaching your
decision?
Is your decision
informed?

YES

Would you be
content for your
actions to be
made public – in
the newspapers
or on the
internet?

UNSURE
YES
Try to separate the
facts from your or
others emotional
response.

Can you get more
information or
seek advice

Have you assessed
the risks involved?

Have you
considered what the
options are?

Decide what
action you are going
to take

ACT AND
THEN
REFLECT
ON THE
OUTCOME

RECORD
NO

Do not
proceed
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YES

If it seems legal
proceed to next
stage above. If
not then do not
proceed.

Record the decision
and the reasoning
for it.

RICS Global Professional & Ethical
Standards: Decision Tree

Professionalism

Work v Personal Life
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Case study 1 - Speeding fine
Surveyor and his wife were given a £60 fine when their Mercedes was spotted speeding near their
home.
Then spun an elaborate web of lies to escape the fines
They invented a phantom driver from Bulgaria who they claim had been driving the car
Court took a dim view

What should RICS have done if anything?

,

Following a disciplinary hearing and a failed appeal the panel expelled the member for
intending to pervert the course of justice.
Breaking News: Surveyor Expelled Over Speeding Fines Scam
© 2018 RICS
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Case Study 2, work related - From Russia with Cash
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Case Study 2, work related - From Russia with Cash
The member was acting as the Vendor’s Estate Agent and was told by the potential purchaser introduced to
him as ‘Boris’ that he was intending to use criminal funds to purchase the property,
He continued to actively market the property to him by continued correspondence, a further meeting and
offering to introduce him to solicitors who would deal with the conveyancing.
Member also failed to notify the firms MLRO and / or make a report to the police when he should have known
that a potential purchaser had disclosed to him that he was engaged in money laundering.
Member accepted that, with hindsight, it should have been apparent to him that the situation described to him
by ‘Boris’ clearly suggested money laundering. He accepted that, at the time, he was unaware that the scenario
with which he was presented was fictitious. His position was that, at the time, it did not occur to him that what
was being suggested was illegal.
“Don’t talk to me about how it comes here. I don’t need to know.”

Panel concluded that the member was dishonest and it had no alternative but to expel from
membership
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Case Study 3 – Endangering aircraft
Member was accused of negligently acting in a manner
likely to endanger an aircraft or any of the people therein.
Found guilty on twelve counts and was sentenced to 18
months imprisonment.
Failed to co-operate fully with RICS and claimed he had
previously resigned
Panel expelled Mr Jones from Membership of RICS
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Case Study 4 - Night Club Fight

Student member was convicted of inflicting grievous bodily harm upon a person without intent contrary to
Section 20 of the Offences Against the Person Act 1861. He was intoxicated at the time and had been at a
function with members of the profession that evening.
Sentenced to 18 months imprisonment suspended for 12 months.
He self-referred to RICS
Disciplinary Panel considered whether the member was liable for Disciplinary action under Bye-Law 5.2.2(d)
The Panel imposed a Reprimand and ordered him to contribute towards RICS' costs
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Case Study 5
Facebook postings
Between February and June 2016 the member, who was a sole practitioner, had posted a series of offensive
comments of a racist/offensive nature on his publicly accessible Facebook profile.
Advertised themselves as a property valuation expert despite having been de-registered from the Valuer
Registration Scheme
Lied about having PII in place + additional 3 charges
At the hearing member accepted ‘with the benefit of hindsight’ that all the above were true. Panel accepted that
the member had health issues.

Panel considered the only appropriate and proportionate means of protecting the public and
maintaining public confidence in the profession was to expel the Respondent from RICS.
The decision was appealed and the panel dismissed this
© 2018 RICS
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Case Study 6 - Stalking

Member convicted of Stalking, Assault by beating and Actual Bodily Harm (ABH)
Self-informed the RICS and notified the fact the matter would appear on the local news
Sentenced to 15 months imprisonment suspended for two years plus a restraining order
Panel decided the conduct brought the surveyors’ profession into disrepute and had potential to undermine
public confidence in the profession and in RICS as its regulator.
They were also reminded that, in the case of a criminal conviction, it is not the purpose of a sanction to punish
the individual for a second time
Panel concluded that the only proportionate sanction in the circumstances was expulsion from
membership. This case is subject to appeal
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Standards Programme – what are we doing?
UK Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement of Facilities Management
Code for Leasing Business Premises
Service Charges in Commercial Property
Surveying Safety
Technical Due Diligence/Planned Preventative Maintenance
Environmental Risk
Financial Viability in Planning
RICS Home Surveys

And many more….
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Questions
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